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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 ROLE OF THE WEBSITE AND SOCIAL MEDIA
European Doctorate in Indium Phosphide PIC Fabrication Technology (EDIFY) aims at providing
cutting‐edge training to young researchers in the emerging field of integrated photonics and its
translation into circuit design, fabrication and commercialization. The programme provides a
coherent training platform that addresses the outstanding engineering challenges of the new field
of Integrated Photonics while nurturing technical, creative and entrepreneurial skills. The expected
outcomes are a breakthrough improvement in performance, power consumption and predictive
methodologies for photonic Integrated Circuits and a cohort of ESRs trained on cutting‐edge
photonic integration and nanofabrication technology.
The ultimate success of EDIFY project is strongly dependent on well‐coordinated dissemination and
exploitation activities. Therefore, the beneficiaries and partners of the EDIFY project have decided
to include a specific work package that also includes exploitation activities for this purpose: WP7.
Special focus will be on disseminating project findings to the Integrated Photonics sector, which will
be the main beneficiary of the novel technologies, data and knowledge.
A project website and social media communities are key tools to accomplish this process. A
website offers introduction to the project for those unfamiliar with it, provides updates on
project proceedings, and acts as a central reference for contact information or resources. Social
media communities invite ongoing commentary, questioning, comparison, and reflection in a
more discussion‐oriented environment. The two approaches complement each other in opening
EDIFY up to public participation.

1.2 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

Due to the great effort spent in the recruitment process that produced a delay in the opening of
other activities, the corporate design manual was postponed to December 2018 (attached).
Since corporate design guidelines are needed for a website with project‐consistent branding,
an interim website was developed in January 2019 featuring the already‐designed logo. A fully‐
branded website was professionally designed as part of the corporate design process, and
uploaded to the Internet in May 2019.
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2. EDIFY WEBSITE
2.1 WEBSITE DESIGN
The EDIFY website (http://www.edifyphotonics.com/) was designed using Wordpress, a highly
popular content management system. The navigation offers four main themes of content:
“ABOUT US”: a description of the project, responsible research and innovation, the team and
activities and research, and information on the consortium.
“PARTNERS”: Description of beneficiaries and partners.
“RESEARCH AREAS”: resources and reference files, as well as a description of Work Packages.
“NEWS”: links to news on photonics and integrated photonics news and fabrication research, as
well as a description of Work Packages.
“CONTACT”: an invitation for website visitors to contact EDIFY, with any questions or comments.
The theme is responsive to different browsing dimensions, i.e. monitors, laptops, tablets, and
mobile phones. Screenshots are provided in Section 3: Annex. Details on Horizon 2020’s support
for EDIFY are provided, with grant number, in a footnote in the Homepage.

2.2 SOCIAL MEDIA AND FUTURE STEPS

As the project proceeds, the website will grow to accommodate future content and functionality.
The structure to support this is going to be be determined during this second year of the project.
Right now, some modifications are:
‐

RESEARCH AREAS will be renamed as WORK PACKAGES. For each of these WPs, the
corresponding ESR, his bio and tasks will be described.

‐

Under NEWS, BLOG and a NEWSLETTER subsections will appear.

‐

New sections will appear in the header: SCHOOLS AND WORKSHOPS and OUTREACH. Media,
videos, interviews and other transferrable skills training will be described.

Similarly, the use of social media in the project is growing as the project activities and findings offer
more opportunity for reflection, ideally moving from a “broadcasting” style to one that facilitates
discussion and reflection.
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LinkedIn and Twitter accounts will be created to offer a space for ongoing discussion of EDIFY’
proceedings and relevant topics. This may include questioning, commentary, or contributions from
consortium members as well as other, public stakeholders. A social media presence offers EDIFY
the ability to participate in related discussions, as well.
As the project develops, both knowledge‐sharing and reflection are expected to grow through this
platform. The visual style of the accounts will be further developed to align with the corporate
design guidelines, once complete. Social media accounts will be linked to the website and
promoted accordingly.
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